Customer Case Study
TreeHouse Foods counts on CobbleStone’s Contract
Insight Solution for effective Contract Management
across widespread locations

Challenge:
Implement web-based
system to manage their
contracts across widespread
locations while maintaining a
central repository.

Solution:
CobbleStone Systems’
Contract Insight Enterprise

Benefits:




Enabled employees in
varied locations to access
the same information.
Organizational
convenience to allow for
better decision making
and management.

“CobbleStone Contract
Insight is exactly what we
needed.”
Takeyah
Paralegal – TreeHouse Foods

TreeHouse foods started in 2005, and is a leader in supplying high quality
services and products to private label and food service industries. Five years
later, TreeHouse has vastly grown through acquisitions to create a large
amount of products for consumers. TreeHouse considers themselves to be
the largest manufacturers of pickles and non-dairy powdered creamers in
the United States based on their sales. Their goal is to create superior value
for customers through high quality, service, innovation and execution.

Issues TreeHouse Foods was facing that required them
to seek a contract management solution
TreeHouse Foods, being a five year old company, faced many organizational
issues. A company built on acquisitions acquired many contracts in one
central location. After expansion and growth the company found this was
no longer a suitable way to manage contracts. People in different locations
did not have immediate access to their contracts and waiting for them to be
scanned and e-mailed was cutting into crucial time TreeHouse could be
using to make money.

Why TreeHouse Foods chose CobbleStone Systems
Contract Insight Contract Management Software
“CobbleStone Contract Insight is exactly what we needed,” Takeyah, a
Paralegal at TreeHouse Foods said. She continued to say, “CobbleStone
employees were very helpful, the system met our needs and it works well.”
Takeyah also expressed how pleased she was with CobbleStone’s onsite
training and availability of support whenever necessary.

The benefits of CobbleStone Systems Contract Insight
Contract Management Software according to
TreeHouse Foods
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TreeHouse has locations across multiple states and CobbleStone Systems’
Contract Insight software makes the process of accessing documents easier
throughout their multiple locations. CobbleStone Systems Contract Insight
offers convenience to allow better decision making and precise
organization.

About CobbleStone Systems & Contract Insight Contract
Management Software
CobbleStone Systems Corp. is a leader in contract management software
systems. We are among the first to offer a contract management software
product and our products are the result of years of client feedback and
industry knowledge. Our mission is to provide the most robust and simpleto-use contract solution on the market. Our contract software solutions are
designed to save your organization money while maximizing your
productivity. We serve more than 400 clients and thousands of users - now
that is experience you can rely on. As a best of breed contract software
vendor, we have a leading client in nearly every industry; with a long track
record of success and references. To learn more visit us online at
http://www.CobbleStoneSystems.com.

CobbleStone Systems offers
SaaS and on-site (client
deployed) contract
management solutions to
assist companies in boosting
revenue, reducing costs, and
mitigating risk. Our contract
management software
enables organizations to
effectively and efficiently
manage their contracts
through the entire contract
lifecycle.
To find out more and
schedule a demo, visit
www.cobblestonesystems.com

or call 1(866) 330-0056
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